routinely Iow standard. Such practices contribute to decisions that are manifestly unfair and potentially wrong in law. A recent working paper from the Office of the United Nations }Jigh Conullissioner for Refugees ('the UNHCR L ) notes that evidentiary questions have been 'largely ignored in the academic literature.'1 Our conclusions are drawn from our detailed Sludy of more than 300 refugee tribunal decisions made in Canada and Australia in response to asylum claims brought by lesbians and gay men_ Our overall frame of inquiry in this study considers how the respective tribunals grapple with tIle issue of identity, the complex cluster of dilemmas around the public/private divide, tIle inability of many decision-makers to imagine the 'otIler L who stands before them in tIlese clalllls, and the way this area of law encodes and reflects homophobic stereotyping. 2 In developing these conclusions, and ill particular in examining the marked differences we found between the Australian and the Canadian decisions, we found that the role played by eVidentiary practices of the respective tribunals was vital. This arlicle focuses upon how evidence is dealt with III the Australian Tribunal. The comparative data from.oUl" study forms a back drop to thẽ refusing a far higher proportion of applicants. 13 We argue that one of the most important reasons for the difference in outcomes in Aush'alia and Canada is the evidentiary practices of the RRT.
It is the evidentiary practices of the tribunals, rather than the courts, that are vital to outcomes as it is in tribunals that the vast majority of cases are finally determined. Very few refugee cases are judicially reviewed by the respective federal courts. l4 In our pool there were only 12 Federal Court cases in Canada (nine per cent of Canadian cases) and six Federal Court cases in Australia (three per cent of the available cases).l5 The range of issues dealt with by the courts is narrow because of fhe nature of judicial review, with courts necessarily deferring to tribunal findings of fact, including fil1dings on the objective Iike1il100d of future persecution based on country conditions. 16 Of the handful of cases that were judiciaHy reviewed in our pool, only three were successful in Canada, and none of the Australian claimants ultimately succeeded in the courts. l7 The country information consulted by the RRT suggested that the Iranian authorities do not activelv seek out homosexuals and the risk of prosecution for homosexuality is minima1 so long as the acli.vities are carried out discreetly. This eZ1idence nwy or rnay noL-be correcl-. However, it was before the RRT and the RRT formed the viewfuat it was appropriate to rely on it. "n1at essentially is a question for the RRT, being a question of fact and degree as to the relative weight to be given to the assertions by the applicant and the mdependent counh-y evidence WhICh is referred to in the decision_ Gholmni Z1 MIMA (2001 ( ] FCA 1091 (emphasis added). See also n 182 below_ Gua Ping Cui v lVIIMA (1998] FCA 1592 (the applicant was successful at first i.nstance, but the decision was overturned on appeal to a Full Court of the Federal Court): MIMA -u Gui [1999] [2003] FCA 24L 111e only appeal upheld was WB3j01A (2002] FCA 395_ Note that when this case was returned to the Tribunal and reheard bv a new member, the claim was refused on the new ground t11at t11e Tribunal did not~ccept that the applicant was gay (despite finding in the original case that the applicant was gay, but did not have a well-
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The addition of a privative clause to the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) in 2001 further entrenches the primary role of the Tribunal and renders it the final decision in virtually all cases. j 8
EVIDENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF REFUGEE DETERMINATIONS
A refugee determination hearn1.g has little in common with settings where the common law rules about evidence and abOllt what counts as h"ue proof, have been delineated. and refil1.ed over the past few centuries. In a typical RRT hearing there are only three people in the room: the decision-maker, the claimant and an interpreter. 19 The claimant tells her story and the Tribunal member decides if she is a refugee. Credibility is often at issue -published reasons suggest that the decision-makers frequently only believe part of the story told, even in positive decisions. 20 Witnesses are rarely called, and lll.Ost often the claimant does not have anything 'on paper' to support their story (although they frequently have some type of identity document which supports their c1ann in part by assisting in establishn1.g their identity). Many of the accepted ways of establish.:i.rlg truth in a legal setting are absent. In addition, the dailnant is by definition from another culture. Refugees have often suffered at the hands of the state, and are sometimes survivors of torture or trauma.
An of these factors further nlterfere with the decision-maker's ability to intuit who is teIling the truth and who is not. Verbal and non-verbal clues -such as eye contact or consistency in telling the story -are unreliable indicators in this setting. Both the Australian and the Canadian tribunals accept that cross-examination, the recognized common law 'cure' for problematic oral evidence, is inappropriate in refugee hearings because of the vulnerability of the claimant and because the tribunal procedure is not considered to fall within the adversarial modeL Rather than rely on witnesses, documents or cross-examination -rules of evidence which encode our understandings of what we will accept as proof -refugee decisionmakers listen to the story told and translated and then make decisions about credibility 18 19 20 founded fear because he could avoid danger by 'discretely' hiding that fact). An appeal from this lalter decision was dismissed by the Federal Magistrates Court: WALH v MIMIA [2003] FMCA 40. In a recent article John 1ik~1i1lan argues that Federal Court judges in Aush"alia have exercised 'ovedy-thorough judicial scrutiny' and in a 'self-styled judicial emphasis on human rights protection' over-reached their powers in immigration decisions: John McMiUan, 'Judicial Restraint and Activism in Administrative Law' (2002) TIlis differs from the Canadian hearing format where 11.1e claimant is usually represented by a lawyer and a Refugee Hearing Officer, charged with assisling the tribunal, also parlicipates in the hearing. Under the new Canadian rules, the relevant Minister also has a right to participate in refugee detenni.nation hearings. For a critique of 11.1e Canadian process see Cecile Rousseau et a1, 'The Complexily of Detennining Refugeehood: A Multi-Disciplinary Analysis of the Decision-making Process of the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board ' (2002) 15 Journal afRefugee Studies 43. 2003 Burdened by Proof 305 largely by comraring that story to other information that they have about the place the story describes. 21 This other information is known as 'independent evidence' because it is not provided by the claimant. It comes from diverse sources including the iIlternational and overseas local press, reports of non-governmental organizations, and government sources. A claimant is more likely to be believed if the story she tells fits within the parameters of the story presented in these other sources. Independent evidence is not, therefore, provided to fOl"lnal1y corroborate a claimant's account of events, but rather to provide a context against which a claimant's story can be heard and assessed.
In light of this context, the Office of the UNr~lCR Handbook notes that:
The requirement of evidence should ... not be too strictly applied in view of the difficulty of proof .inherent in tlle special situation ill which an applicant for refugee status finds himself. Allowance for such possible lack of evidence does not, however, mean that unsupported statements must necessarily be accel?ted as true if tlley ,ne inconsistent with the general account put forward by tlle applicant.-2
The Handbook states further, it is hardly possible for a refugee to 'prove' evelY part of his case and, indeed, if this were a requirement the majority of refugees would not be recognized. It is therefore fTequently necessary to give the applicant the benefit of the doubL 23 Given the conlplexities of the refugee determination setting, neither the l"\.RT nor the Canadian Tribunal are bound by the formal rules of evidence. 24 This is essential to the logic of the hearing. Without this proviso, many aspects of claimants' stories, as wel1 as some of the independent information, would not be allowed into the process and the hearings which are often intensely intimate would be halted at the introduction of each new element of proof. 'The removal of the often very technical strictures of evidence law facilitates the provision of decisions which are 'economical, informal and qUick'.25 
25
Furthermore, while ITibunals do administer oaths before hearing tlle applicant's story, the role which the oath plays is considerably diminished, at least symbolically, in a setting such as the RRT where tlle form of the Christian oath is Simply b"anslated into a variely of languages and !lle applicant :is then asked to read it -without an inquily into whether oath swearing or affinning is at all culturally or religiously b'anslatable in this simple way. In the RR'T, where lawyers are rarely present,26 adherence to the formal rules of evidence would be completely unworkable.
In both Canada and Australia, the tribunal hearings are considered non-adversarial and have been described as following the inquisitorial modeL Despite being, therefore, outside the norms and values of the adversarial system., these tribunal procedures take place within legal contexts where the values and norms of non-adversarial systems are not well known and where if judicial review is sought, the adversarial system comes fully into play. We agree with Justice Michael Kirby that it is not important to classify the tribunal proceedings as inquisitorial, adjudicative, or investigative. 27 It is, instead, important to note that the h'ibunals do not follow central aspects of the adversarial system. While this is intended to benefit the claimants and undeniably has important benefits to offer, the adversarial system also offers certau1 protections to individuals who engage it, some of which are provided by the rules of evidence, TI1e absence of formal rules of evidence is in keeping with the administrative h'ibunal n10del of decision-making more broadly. This criterion :is conunon for administrative tribunals. The ideology ofh'ibunal justice suggests that many decisions are better made without the teclmicaIities of the law and that the needs of tribunal clients are better met in informal settings. The refugee tribunal occupies an awkward place in this picture: it is at once the tribunal setting where formal rules of evidence are the least likely to fit the situation, and at the same time the place where the power imbalance between client and decision-maker is the greatest and thus complete informality leads to greatest vulnerability.
While the RRT is not bound by formal rules of evidence, it is also not required to ignore them. The same section which frees it from this stricture also mandates that the Tribunal act accordu1g to 'substantial jLlstice and the merits of the case'.28 A number of provisions of the RRT's mandate give it powers to deal with evidence in formal ways which resemble common law evidence provisions. 29 It also has powers to ¥cather evidence which are in keeping with the non-adversarial logic of the Tribunal.· 0 The Tribunal is required to provide written reasons which set out 'findings on material questions of fact' and which refer to the 'evidence' or other material on which those Applicants in the RRT are not entitled to be 'represented' by any other person under s 427(6) of the Migration Act 1951 (Cth). While lawyers may attend RRT hearing to 'assist', they are only allowed to contribute to the discussion at the presiding tribunal member's discretion. See Refugee Review Tribunal, Ceneral Practice Directions (2003) 
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Burdened by Proof 307 findings are based. 31 All of these factors suggest that the Tribunal's ability to dispense with the tecluncalities of the rules of evidence ought not be read as a capacity to dispense with.. the principles of evidence that underlie these specific rules. The 'relaxation' of the rules of evidence is 'not an invitation to palm tree justice.'32
Conventionally, evidentiary requirements are most stringent in those settin~s where the consequences for an individual are most serious, such as a loss of Uberty. 3 While tins generalisation applies to forums that have not ousted evidentiary provisions, the logic of tlns guiding principle remains relevant: in the case of a refugee hearll1.g, the consequences for the individual are very serious, comparable to or ll1 excess of a potential loss of liberty. The tribunal values of speed, economy and i.nformality were encoded to best serve those with a stake in the deci.sions to be delivered, and were never intended to be separated from the values of fairness and justice.
In the absence of formal rules for dealing with evidence, the practice of the RRT has evolved in a highly inconsistent manner. This inconsistency, and the problems it leads to in terms of weight and relevance of evidence, depart not only from the technicalities of evidence law but also from its central values. Our argument is that the intent of tl1e legislation was never to discard the spirit of the law of evidence and the core commitment to failness that it represents.
The office of the UNHRC has recently argued that:
In view of 111e particular nature of the refugee situation and the vulnerability of some asylum seekers, the decision-maker must share the dun) to ascertain and evaluate all relevant fads . Bott (1933) 50 CLR 228; at 256, Evatt J said: 'Some stress has been laid by 111e present respondents upon the provision that the tribunal is not, in the hearing of appeals, "bound by any rules of evidence". Neither it is. But this does not mean that all rules of evidence lUay be ignOl:ed as of no account. After all, they represent the attempt made, through many generations, to evolve a method of inquily best calculated to pTevent error and elicit h<uth. No tribunal can, wil1lOut grave danger of injustice, set them on one side and resort to meH10ds of inquiry whIch necessarily advantage one party and necessarily disadvantage the OppOSil1g party. In other wOTds, alHlOugh rules of evidence, as such, do not bind, evelY attempt must be made to administer "substantial justice": at 501.
Justice Madgwick concludes with respect to the RRT that, 
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In the RRT there is no duty of procedural fairness in the conduct of the hearing itself, and although decision mak~rs have the power to make inquires of the applicant, they do not have a dUly to do so.30
In the next section, we canvass the role of independent evidence in decisions. . consider the types of independent evidence used in 1\RT decisions and contrast these sources with those used in the Canadian Tribunal.
THE PLACE OF INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE
'Independent country information' is used by tribunals as evidence of the general situation in a country, against which the applicant's particular claims are assessed. Such information is typically drawn from press reports, human rights organisaLions and government sources. Decision-makers use these 'independent' sources of generalised country information to weigh against the applicant's specific claims to determine if they are credible. They also use such information to determine if a likelihood of future persecution exists. 36 Such evidence can therefore have an enormous impact both on whether the applicant's claims are believed about the past, and on whether they are seen as in danger of persecution in the future.
The uTlportance of ul.dependent evidence is heightened by the perception that refugee claunants tell lies.37 Tt is unpossible to say how prevalent this is, but there are clearly a number of incentives to try to bring oneself within the refugee definiLion. For people whose lives in their homelands are destitute or dangerous, and who do not qualify for the ul.creasingly globally competitive inunigration program,38 refugee status is the only formal way to be allowed to remaul. in Australia or another prosperous nation. For people who have been persecuted by theu< home states, harassed by police, or ignored when they sought assistance, lying to those Ul. authority may seem a necessity. Tellul.g a lie, or even many lies, does not mean that someone is not a refugee. It does, however, complicate the process of weighing evidence, listening to a c1ailnant's story, and unagilling what is likely to happen Ul. the future -the onerous task of a refugee decision-maker.
It is important to recall that the standard of proof that an applicant must meet in the Tribunal is not the civil standard of balance of probabilities, but a standard unique to the refugee setting: that of a 'real chance' of persecution. 
this standard as one that is not remote or insubstantial but which may be well below 50 per cent. 39 Looking at the use of independent evidence broadly across both countries, our data show that the most conunonly used infonnation sources were international conlmercial and mainstream media reports which are referred to in 36 per cent of cases,40 international hrnnan rights organisations such as Arrmesty International and Human Rights Watch whose reports were referred to in 29 per cent of cases, United States State Deparlment country reports which were used in 28 per cent, published academic papers which were referred to in 18 per cent, and reports prepared by queer activist groups llsed III 14 per cent of cases. Usage of these sources was roughly comparable III the two tribunals, although the Canadian Tribunal used reports of queer activist groups comparatively more often and the Australian decision-makers relied more often on the lllternahonal press. Looking beyond these sources, however, comparability breaks down. The RRT referred to cables sent by DFAT ll148 per cent of cases. The Canadian equivalent was never used. The Australian Tribunal also referred to Spartacus in 24 per cent of cases. 41 This guide was never cited in Canada. Both DFAT and Spartacus were highly problematic sources of evidence and we address them in specific case studies below.
Country information is of major significance in all refugee cases, and many of the points that we make about the quality of evidence would be equally applicable across the whole case range in the RRI'. However, there are also issues of accessibility and interpretation that are particular to claims on the basis of sexual orientation. In some of the early Canadian cases on sexuality, a lack of information on human rights abuses was interpreted by the tribunals as evidence that there were no human rights abuses,47 however later cases did not continue with that presumption. The Australian Tribunal has more frequently, and more recently, interpreted a lack of evidence as evidence of a lack of persecution. In several cases concerning China, the applicant's evidence of personal experience of persecution was weighed against country information that established only a pervasive lack of evidence of sexuality based persecution (rather than a lack of persecution) and the applicant ' 
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Peter Billings argues that: Without adequate information, those officials who examine and adjudicate on asylum applications will find it difficult to respond expeditiously and consistently to the asylUlT\ applications they receive, and applicants will lack the neccssary tools to provide objective evidencc in support of thcir subjective feaT_ Gathering together publidy available and verifiable sources of information ... is fundamental to safeguarding a meaningful right to petition for asylum_ Alluring as the use of infonnation databases may be to tilOse who press for fairer and expeditious detennination procedures, tiw seductive air of eleclTonically acccssible counhy rcports should not be deemed the panacea for all evidentiary problems which can plague asylum applications. Generally speaking, the Canadian process is more open and more likely to rely on information generated by organisations with a specific expertise in the human rights of lesbians and gay men. The Canadian Tribunal's Documentation Centre has developed an international expertise in gathering independent information for use in refugee decision-making. The Documentation Centre has branches across the country and produces country irtlormation packages for its own decision-makers which are made available to others around the world, including Australia. Sl The resources of the Documentation Centre are available to tribunal staff and deciSion-makers, to refugee claiLnants and their legal representatives, and to members of the public.
The Australian Tribunal has a staff section devoted to gathering country iLLfonnation and also a library. It is significant, however, that this information is not available to claimants or their advisors. While decision-makers are required to provide claimants with an opportunity to comment on adverse ilLformation that may be used in assessing theu< claims, claimants do not necessarily receive such uLformation in advance of the hearing, and cannot use the resources of the Tribunal in building their 
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own case. The requirement that adverse information be put to an applicant does not mean that the applicant will necessarily receive a copy of the documents in question. The practice of directing an applicant's attention to evidence adverse to their claim orally_during the hearing was implicitly approved by the High Court of Australia in Muil1.~2 It is important to note that the procedural fail'ness mechanisms in place since 1998, requiring a.foplicants to be provided with particulars of each specific piece of adverse evidence 3 do not, in fact, assist the vast majority of the claimants we discuss in this article. In nwst the cases from our pool, it was not particular evidence but generic irtfonnation about counh-y conditions that was adverse to the claimant's case and held to defeat it. In addition to openness to the public, the Canadian Tribunal was also more open to our inquiries about their information gathering. Both h'ibunals produce specific responses to decision-makers' requests for information. The Canadian Tribunal offered to share these documents with us. 54 The Australian Tribunal follows a similar practice in that much of the work of the country information research section is driven by specific requests from decision-makers. l-Iowever, tl1e RRf' was not willing to share with us either example responses to requests or responses to requests specifically relating to cases in our database.
The inaccessibility of independent evidence used by the RRT clearly has the potential to disadvantage claimants. It is an obstacle both to tl10se working to build a file of documentation in support of their claim generally and to applicants attempting to counter negative conclusions based on documentation they have not seen. As the RRT provides review of negative decisions, a claimant is always in the position of arguing against the negative conclusions in their file -and the documents which ostensibly support such conclusions -from the outset.
In addition to these differences in the role and accessibility of independent information in the Australian process, our analysis of the sources used as independent evidence suggest problems in each of the areas where RHT usage is significantly different from practice in the Canadian Tribuna1. We turn now to a detailed consideration of the two sources of information that were uniquely prevalent in the RRT: DFAT cables and Spartacus. In the later section regarding the question of best evidence we take up the other significant variation from Canadian practice: the Australian preference for evidence from sources that have no specific expertise in, or cOill1ection with, lesbian and gay issues. 
DFAT: A question of independence
The Australian Tribunal used reports solicited from DEAl' as an authoritative source of 'indep~ndent' evidence about country conditions in almost half of the cases in our poop:> The independence as well as the quality of this information was a significant concern, as its use had a clear impact on the outcomes of cases.
Under the strong version of the separation of powers doctrine which is vital to Australian constitutional arrangements, the RRT is part of the executive branch of govermnent despite its role as an unbiased and impartial decision-making body. This may be part of the explanation for its reliance on DEAl' information: the information is generated by the executive itself. There is not theoretically an adversary in the rdugee decision-making process, and therefore using government generated information does not, at a theoretical level, create any particular problems. On the other hand, as the present Australian government has demonstr"ated considerable hostility towards onshore asylum s_eekers there may be reasons to believe that evidence it generates will not be unbiased. b6 The quasi-judicial rather than executive status of tribunals in the Canadian setting may provide part of the explanation why the Canadian Tribunal does not rdy on similar information generated on request by Canadian govenUllent officials.
OPAl' evidence was usually provided in the form of a short cable. Any given decision might refer to a number of cables sparming several years. DFA'r cables were usually expressed as generalised statements about 'the situation' for 'homosexuals' in a given country. DFAT evidence often did not name the original source or authori~, but would refer to a 'local lawyer', 'diplomat', or 'expert' as the basis for their claims. 7 The level of generality in DFAT cables was at times breathtaking, for example, '[t]he level of discrim:ill.ation aga:ill.st homosexuals in Ghana is probably not more than can be found :ill most western developed countries',58 or 'Lebanon does not have a culture of gay bash:illg per se',59 or there is 'no queer bashing' :ill. Indonesia. 60 This level of generality was in marked conh"ast to the detail available in the IGLI-:IRC packets, discussed below, which were not utilised at all:ill. the Australian cases. Forly-eight per cent of Australian cases used DFAT cables as a source of country infonnation. Of these, 85 cases used DFAT evidence specific to sexuality, ie were about conditions for gay men (or rarely, lesbians) rather than on other more general issues. Later figures will be taken as a proportion of the sexuality cenlTed evidence alone. Sce Human Rights Watch, By Invitation. Only: Ausl:ralian Asylum. Policy (2002) 14 (10C) Hurnan Rights Wiltch, onl:ine at <http:j jwww.hrw.orgjasia/austr"alia.php> at 19 December 2002. See, eg, 'advice from academics and a health care professional (who is gay)' RRT Reference V97j06802 (Unreported, Wood, 30 September 1997). HIe decision-maker expressly held that the applicant's submissions on the 'issues of illegality of homosexuality and the nlistreatment of gays in the miJitaq' were insufficient to 'rebut the information contained in the documents, about the absence of a culhue of "gay bashing per se", in Lebanese society.' Ibid. In RRT Reference N98/24600 (Unreported, Russell, 26 November, 1998 
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Volume 31 The DFAT evidence, when it was on the question of country conditions specific to sexuality, was almost universally negative to the applicant's case. As such, it appeared that DFAT country information played a role in the high level of negative outcomes for asylum seekers in Australia as compared to Canada. When DFAT' evidence on sexuality was accepted,61 89 per cent of applicants were unsuccessful. 62 On the rare occasions when DFAT evidence on sexuality was rejected, the numbers of successful applicants actually exceeded those who were unsuccessful. 63 Where DFAT evidence was at odds with country information supplied by other sources, such as NCOs, the Tribunal tended to prefer the evidence of DFAT.64
DFAT evidence appears to have had an instrumental role in developing the 'discretion requirement'. In numerous cases, the Tribunal considered whether an applicant could avoid a risk of persecution through being 'discreet'. The essence of the discretion requirement is that decision-makers find that applicants can and should avoid perseclltion by living closeted lives. It is noteworthy that DPAl' evidence was the original source of the 'discretion' consideration 65 and in. the pool of cases where DFAT evidence on discretion was used,66 84 per cent of applicants failed. The importance of this discriminatory reasoning in the Australian jurisprudence is so significant that it features elsewhere in our analysis. 67 The issue is under consideration in a case currently under appeal in which the High Court has reserved jUdgment. 68 For the purposes of this argument it is sufficient to point out that this turn in reasoning seems to have been adopted directly from DFAT analysis of counh7 conditions. DPAT cables were also, on occasion, simply wrong. For instance, a cable on Lebanon stated that prosecutions for homosexual sex under tl1C crinunal law were 'rare', but this was directly contradicted by Lebanese press reports. As it was in 72 cases of 85 where it was considered. 111e success rate of 11 per cent is significantly lower even than the overall success rate of 22 per cent in Australia. DFAT evidence on sexualily was not accepted in 13 cases; eight were successful and five were unsuccessfuL This 62 per cent success rate is stunningly high in any aspect of the Australian case pooL Despite noting the existence of Amnesty International evidence about prosecutions under customalY courts, tlw RRT concluded that there was 'no independent evidence' of punishment by salish courts because it preferred DFAT's stance (which had criticised the Am.nesty information): RRT Reference N94/04854 (Unreported, Woodward, 21 July 1998) and RRT Reference N95/09552 (Unreported, Woodward, 4 Septem.ber 1998). RRT Reference N93/00846 (Unreported, Fordham, 8 March 1994) concerning an applicant from Bangladesh, the Tribunal noted that at first instance the delegate had relied upon DFAT advice to find both that, 'homosexuality was not illegal in Bangladesh and, according to reliable sources in the Bangladesh legal profession, nobody had ever been prosecuted for homosexuality'Jo The RRT pointed out tersely that this information was 'inaccurate' as the Bangladesh crim.inal code proscribes 'carnal intercourse against the order of nature' and there was evidence of prosecutions of gay men under this provision. At times the information within a DFAT cable was clearly self-contradictory. For example, DFAT evidence on Nepal was that, 'homosexuals receive the saUle treatment from police as other citizens', but also stated that there were no open or known homosexuals in Nepal (which makes equal treahnent rather difficult).71 Likewise a DFAT cable on the Philippines stated that hom.osexuality was not illegal and that the 'criminal law is silent on the subject of consenting same sex relations and there is little or no prosecution under the statutes'. 72
At times, the DFAT cables also included conclusions of fact or law. Such conclusions were often speculative and sometimes bordered on the fanciful, sllch as a cable stating that gay men in Nigeria would face violence only if 'overt': 'We would expect such a person could face beatings from people opposed to their sexuality in much the same way as can happen in Australia'J3 Even more problematically, these statements were frequently adopted as autl10ritative in the RRT decisions. So, for example, a DFAT cable noted that there was Widespread extortion of gay men in Lebanon, but concluded in a speculative fashion tl1at this was not mOLivated by 'haLred of gays', but by greedJ4 The Tribunal accepted that conclusion and held that widespread extorLion was not evidence of persecution. The 'rribunal did not analyse the evidence further -for example as evincing a particularly vulnerability of the targeted group, or as evidence of a likely failure of state protection. There are numerous other examples of a single speculative line in a DFAT cable being used as the basis for comprehensive conclusions on a country situation. In a cable on Bangladesh, DFAT speculated that, While public discussion endorsing homosexuality would 110t be well received by many Bangladeshis, t:he most likely response is one of embarrassment, rather than anything stronger. (CISNET-CX28051, 19 February 1998) . This statement was used as the basis for disbelieving claimant's evidence that they had experienced persecution such as harassment, bashings and condemnation from local religious groupsJ5 This single statement also became the basis for broad findings in several cases that, despite other evid.ence of extortion and bashings, there was no risk of persecution if the applicant was exposed as gay or was openly gay by choice, While DFAT cables were produced in response to particular questions, the questions themselves were often not reproduced in the text of the decision, and so could therefore be taken out of context, or as supporting a broader proposition than originally intended. This issue will be dealt with in greater detail in the section belm;\' on the selective use of evidence. The framing of the questions and responses was also important as it directed and frequently narrowed the scope of inquiry. For instance, many DFAT cables assumed a dichotomy between the enforcement of criminal laws 'or' tolerance. These two extremes were then used as a frame by the TribunaL and a range of other factors (sud1 as extra-legal persecution, or the considerable dangers involved in 'tolerated' options such as anonymous sex in parks) were not considered. Likewise DFAT cables directed the range of factors the Tribunal considered by suggesting ways in which sanctions might be evaded (for example if an applicant were discreet, or wealthy)?8
As all of the DFAT cables for a particular country would be sOUTced on the R1\'1' electronic database (CISNETj there was considerable scope for choice as the cables were collated over the years?9 It is notable that DFAT cables on occasion contradicted each other,80 and so decision-makers were able to pick and choose among cables in In some national procedures, decision-makers commonly make use of sources of information which are not available to a refugee applicant including reports from diplOlnatic missions or fellow governments, or even in SOllle cases reports from security intelligence agencies. Administrative law principles of natural justice and fairness provide that an applicant normally be permitted to know what evidence is being relied upon to reach a decision. The use of internal reports by decisionmakers without providing the asylum applicant or his or her legal counsel disclosure of such information may actually prejudice an applicant, as they would be unable to refute the evidence or provide a full and informed explanation in case of perceived discrepancies. . Gorlick, above n 1, 5_ See, eg, on Colombia: 'homosexuals are, at limes, the target of [social cleansing] carnpaigns' DFAT Report 0152 10/5/99 cited in RRT Reference N98/21549 (Unreported, Kelleghan, 8 September 1999) , versus 'as a group homosexuals do not appear to be deliberately targeted by police or other authorities fOf harassment' DFAT Cable CR1196 10/6/96 in RRT Reference N97/19649 (Unreported, Mdllhatton, 22 April 1999) . On Lebanon: 'li]f homosexuals are not officially tolerated, to my knowledge they do not suffer discrimination, ostracism, violence or death threats' DFAT Cable BI500123 of 25 September 1995 at CISNET CX11474 in RRT Reference N98/22311 (Unreported, Zelinka, 22 September 1998), compared with: 'DFAT advises that they know of claims of violence against gays in compiling country evidence, with no indication in the text of the decision that any selective process was going on.
There are potentially two structural reasons why the Australian Tribunal has developed such an extensive reliance on the services of OFAT. The first is that this irtformation is cheap and readily available, and can be easily targeted to a specific inforHl.ation request Whereas sources such as well known human rights NCOs, the US State Deparb.nent, or the international commercial press might not mention the specific situations of gay men and lesbians, OFAl' cables do. Further, the infol"1nalion is brief and dil"ective, unlike more detailed comprehensive sources such as the ICLHRC materials and, therefore, is easy to use. Tribunal members face high case loads and considerable pressure to produce reasons quickly, and may therefore more readily rely upon sources of evidence that are easily digested and straightforward. 81 It should be noted however, that members of the Canadian Tribunal handle a caseload approximately twice as high as their Australian counterparts. 82 Second, in many cases this information is already in the file when it reaches the Tribunal.83 As the decision at first instance is made wifuin a neighbouring governmental department there may be bureaucratic-cultural reasons for sharing information in this way. The Tribunal states that it is relying less and less on OFAT over time. 8 · J This trend does not appear to be reflected in the decisions in our study. However, if the first instance reliance on DFAT continues, a change in Tribunal practice may be of little consequence.
SPARTACUS: A QUESTION OF QUALITY
There were a number of areas in which the quality of information used by the RRT was dubious or its application inappropriate. Spartacus is the principal example of this. The guide was used in 24 per cent of RRT cases and never in the Canadian Tribunal. Use of 81 82 83 8'1 the military, none of which has been proven at law. DFAT advised, on the basis of discussions with academics and a gay health care professional, that ... there is a "pattern of abuse/harassment by some elements of the armed forces of gays (both civilian and military)", largely rnotivated by blackmail.' DFAT Cable Bl3135 in RRT Reference N95j09483 (Unreported, Mathlin, 26 Novernber 1997) . TIlis is most clearly evidenced in the practice of repealing country information. In many cases concerning applicants from the same counhy, the enlire section on counhy evidence was reproduced in full from one decision to 1110 next over a period of months or even years. cITlis was initially notable in cases concerning countries 1l1at were not generally accepted as persecutOlY regimes such as China and the Philippines but in recent years 1118 routine use of 'slabs' of counh'y information has extended to far more problematic counlTies such as Bangladesh and Iran. See discussion below n 152. The Canadian Tribunal has approximately 177 decision-makers and expects to be faced willl approximately ·'100,000 decisions. The AuslTalia. Spartacus is a travel guide, and it is not focused, nor would onc expect it to bc, on human rights issues or legal issues. It contains uLformation clearly aimed at foreigners, and does not purport to describe the conditions faced by locals who live in the countries Ul question. 88 Most decision-makers did not make ulfonned use of the guide.
It was, for example, used frequently as evidence of 'increased tolerance' and a 'flourishulg gay scene' in Shanghai. Yet the 1995/96 edition covered all of China -Ul five languages, ulcluding a half page map of Chula -in only two pages. The Shanghai listing in fact included only a few outdoor cruising areas. 89 Spartacus was used as a source of law in 26 cases. More than half of the time the guide was used it was as a reference to the state of the criminal law. For example, in the case of a lesbian applicant from the Philippines, the Guide was cited as authority that 'homosexuality' is legal and the age of consent is 18. 90 TIlis 10 per cent success rate compared to an overall success rate of 22 per cent in the AuslTalian decisions. Sprlrtacus International Gay Guide (24 th ed, 1995). TIle RI:'::f uses a number of editions of Spartacus, and we have compared with the specific edition where appropriate. T1<e 24 tl1 edition is the one most commonly used in our data and thus we refer to it for general comparisons. Ibid. Together the USA, UK, Netherlands, Germany. Spain, Frmlce and Australia occupy more than half of the guide. Approximately 20 per cent of page content is advertising. The RRT did not appear to accept this very obvious limitation when it was pointed out. In a negative decision for a gay man from Pakistan, the Tribunal stated:
The Tribunal notes that the submission does not address the infonnation read to and offered to the solicitor at the hearing from Sparticus International Gay Guide 95/96 on the laws regarding homosexuality and hehaviour in Pakistan. In the hearing, the lav.'Yer dismissed this information as applying only to visitors although the TriGIDlal pointed out that this was nowhere indicated ill that Informalion RRT Reference V97/06971 (Umeported, Ford, 1 February 1999 presumably an attempt to call the attention of his colleagues to a more thoughtful use of the guide and falls short of asserting that Spartacus is an ideal source of independent evidence about country conditions. The problem is therefore twofoldi that Spartacus is used frequently despite its tenor and intended audience, and that it is often used incompletely, without averting to all the infonnation it provides on a particular country or cruising area_ Further, we consider below inappropriate gender-blind use of Spartacus in assessing claims by lesbians. Both Spartacus and the use of DFAl' evidence demonstrate problems with the types of independent evidence used by the RRT. While there are better and worse uses of both sources of evidence, even the best use of each presents significant problems. In addition to problems of which evidence is chosen, our study also showed problems of how evidence was used once it had been accepted by the Tribunal.
INAPPROPRIATE USES OF EVIDENCE
Even when a decision-maker has all the available evidence at her disposal, there remalllS the question of how that evidence is used. In a court setting, this is another question answered by reference to rules of evidence~by issues of relevance and weight and associated considerations of probative and prejudicial value. The core tolerance between the first two countries and the latter lwo. One may reasonably note that in Jamaica, say, the only places in which homosexuals may safely, if very discreetly, idenlify themselves are in private tourist-oriented establislunents, not easily patronised, for reasons of cost and perhaps reputation, by members of the local population_ One may reasonably form the impression Hwt an entry in the Guide for a counb.y Hlat only includes little or nothing more than a short list of 'cruising' locations, say, in parks, remote beaches, toilets and other sites designed or. deemelf suitable for fairly anonymous ablution or excrelion, is an enby for a counb.y where homosexuals have to be much more on their guard for one reason or another. ._,The Guide is quite arguably conceived and oriented for the consumption of Western gay travellers. Still, comparisons with Bangladesh are not invalid, not least of all because the Guide appears to essay towards comprehensiveness, as evidenced III its coverage of Thailand (20 pages), Vietnam (1 page), Sri Lanka (2 pages), India (2 pages) and largely MusliJn Indonesia (8 pages). A survey of tllese countries support'> the impression that the size of the counb'ies' entries are not attributable to the respective countries' wealili or location along popular tourist trails, but, rather, to the extent to which taboos agalllst homosexuality have either disappeared or were non-existent in the first place. Bangladesh, meanwhile, evidently maintains what may well be argued to be a statutory justification for continued discrimination against homosexuals and ill will towards them. .... However, it seems reasonable to form the view that if a counby's only gay meeling places are anonymous 'pick-up' sites, there may be some form of pressure within society that forces homosexuals to deny their existence and identity to an extent not similarly or so thoroughgoinglv enacted upon heterosexuals. Evidence to the effect that homosexuals III Bangladesh use public facilities like toilet-; instead of private accommodation like homes and aparllll.ents, or bars with names like 'V\Thy Not', should not found tile conclusion that homosexuals are comfortable fra.ternising in public places, let alone that this is indicative of a substanlial degree of indifference to them as a class. TIle seemingly ironic expectalion of being abre to maintain anonymity III what is after all a public toilet, coupled wilh the equally ironic anticipation of meefulg someone with COllunon purpose in such places, would appear, from much of the evidence submitted by the Applicants, to have nothlllg to do with a lack of concern about belllg detected.
.
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Burdened by Proof 321 principle in this area is that all relevant evidence is admissible. 103 The concept of relevance is treated as a matter of logic rather than of legal formulae: evidence is relevant if it tends to prove a fact that is in issue. 104 Evidence is to be excluded if it is irrelevant, insufficiently relevant, or if its probative value is outweighed by its probable prejudicial effect. 105 While the removal of technical rules of evidence for the refugee tribunal frees the Tribunal from formal considerations of relevance, the objective of the provision was presumabIy not to encourage the use of irrelevant or insufficiently relevant l1.1aterial~especially given the logical rather than technical underpinning of the rule. A similar argument is applicable to the question of weighing evidence. The weight of evidence is a question of fact. To some extent weight may affect admissibility, and it may also be related to the degree of relevancy of the matter under consideration. 106 The tendency of contemporary law is to admit all relevant evidence but to then weigh it carefully. There is little in the way of technicality to this aspect of the law of evidence. The importance of weighing evidence is instead left to the province of logic and prudence, neither of which are removed by the Migration Act. Evidence that is admitted despite low relevance or questionable reliability ought presumably to be dealt with in the process of weighing competing sources of proof. Our assessment of the use of evidence in the RRT indicated problems which correspond with each of the core ideas guiding appropriate use of evidence; that is, relevance, probative value, and weight.
GENDER-BLIND EVIDENCE: A QUESTION OF RELEVANCE
The quality of country information on lesbians was universally poor in the Australian Tribunal. Country information about 'homosexuality' utilised by the Aush"alian Tribunal was in fact very often information solely about gay men, yet this was rarely acknowledged. Even where the Tribunal did acknowledge that it had no specific information on lesbians, it was often content to simply assume that the information on men was applicable. In many cases this evidence was demonstrably not tl1e best evidence available, and was furthermore arguably irrelevant in logical and in administrative law terms. So for example, one decision stated:
The Tribunal notes that although the Spartacus Gay Guide and the International Encyclopaedia of Sexuality only refer to gay men, the DFAT Cable was in response to a more general question about discrimination against male and female homosexuals in 
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Ghana. In light of the generalily of the questions put by DFAT, and since the nalure of the answers is largely consistent with the information contained in the Spartacus Gay Guide and the International Encyclopaedia, the Tribunal believes that it is reasonable to infer that the observations contained in I1wse three sources would be equally applicable to gay Inen as well as lesbians and there is no evidence before l1,e Tribu.nal that lesbians are treated differenl1y in Ghana from gay men 107
In fad the DFAT cable U1. question only referred to 'homosexuals' and stated, '[w]e have received no reports of imprisonment! torture of gay men'.108 The use of universalised illformation about gay men in claims brought by lesbians always worked to the disadvantage of the lesbian applicants. The use of SpartacllS provides a useful case study as it was referred to as a source of country u1.formation U1. ten Australian cases concernmg lesbian applicants. While the Tribunal referred to Spartacus as a 'guide for gay and lesbianh'avellers', 109 the book itself is U1. fact subtitled 'international gay guide', refers only to 'gay' travellers throughout the 1995/96 edition, and is filled with advertisements for male venues fealurmg nude or semi-nude men. There are no images of women, no mention of lesbian traveLlers specifically, and no venue coding for women-only or lesbian-specific venues. J10 Moreover, the book is dearly slanted towards venues where male-male sex might be found around the world -so although it lists gay-friendly acconunodation and coffee shops, most Iistu1.gs typically focus on gay bars, cruising areas and porn cinemas.
In all of the ten lesbian cases where Spartacus was used, it was clearly inapplicable to country conditions for lesbians and u1.appropriate to the applicants' mdividual elauns. In everyone of the ten cases the lesbian applicant was unsuccessful. In each of these cases, Spartacus was referred to as evidence that there were support groups,J j J a gay scene, a visible gay presence, decreased hostility towards gays and. lesbians, or u1creased tolerance of lesbians and gay men. This evidence was expressly used to support a conclusion that there was not a likelihood of future persecution of the applicant Yet when the guidebook was read closely, it was clear tl1.at none of the cited material was actually applicable to lesbians.
In three applications by lesbians from Chula in 1998 In one of these cases, 11le Tribunal also refers to a gay sex/ cruising lllternet site's reference to gay mens' bars and cruising spot., as au11lOrity for 111e statement that Shanghai has a 'Visible gay community': see RRT Reference N99j27818 (UnrepOJ-(:ed, Kelleghan, 29 June 1999). Note also 111at the decision did not go on to record that the author of the quoted report went on to warn tha t it is illegal to take a same sex partner back to a hotel room and recommended that, :if caught, one pays whatever bribe is asked. RRT Reference N97/17155 (Unreported, White, 23 September 1998). It is 110tewor111y that five months earlier, the Tribunal had refused protection to a gay man who had been arrested and bashed when he was caught cuddling his partner at just such a cruising area -on the basis that he was guilty of a public order offence and so was not being persecuted on the basis of his sexual orientation: see RRT Reference No N97/14768 (Unreported, Thomson, 29 April 1998 In a 1999, case (Tom Bolivia, the Tribunal used Spartacus to rebut earlier evidence that: 'the attitude to homosexuality in Bolivia was hostile and 111de was no visible social support for gay and lesbian rights', by referrll1g to it as evidence 111at there were 'gay venues in four Bolivian cities'. As :in the examples from China, a listing of a small number of venues in the guide was used to support a very broad claim, and again, none of the venues listed were for women. The Departmental decision noted that according to a 1993 source, homosexuality was not illegal but that the attitude to homosexuality in Bolivia was hostile and 111de was no visible social support for gay and lesbian rights. However, more recent sources refer to gay venues in four Bolivian cities ('Bolivia' Sparl:acus International Gay Guide 98/99 Gmiinder B]998 pp 90-91). RRT ReferenceN98j23425 (Unreported, O'Brien, 28 April 1999). 111e 1995/96 has four cities listed, occupying less than a page in total, all with bars marked as exclusively gay or straight but 'of interest' to gays, and cruising areas. 111ere is nothing listed for lesbians. Likewise, 'Spartacus, 111e gay travel gu.ide published in 1998, says "In Ghana there are no laws prohibiting homosexuality". The guide lists gay organisations lll. Accra and Nkawaw and a gay travel group in Accra. (Spartacus International Gay Guide 98/99/ 13nmo 324
A more obvious evidentiary error is found in a 1999 case from Colombia, where the TribLU1al agaiJ1 used a listiJ1g of venues from Spartacus -all of which were coded as gay-only, iJ1cludiJ1g porn ciJ1emas and bath houses, to claim that the lesbian applicants (a couple) were objectively safe from persecution. While there is no logical reason to thiJll( that any lesbian should know where to find a gay men's bath house, the Tribunal also doubted the clain1ants' credibility on the basis that they did not know of these venues.] 17 Perhaps the most dazzling example arose in a 1998 case, where, in a claim by a lesbian from a village in Lebanon, the Australian Tribunal held that:
Independent evidence shows that Beirut possesses a fair degree of gay activity despite the fonnal law against homosexual acts. Homosexual guides such as Spartaeus 98/99 ." and CrusingForSex.com on the Internet point to gay cruising areas, beaches and nightclubs in Beirut. TI1is points to a~reater degree of tolerance than that purportedly found by 111e applicant in her village. I j The Tribunal held that the woman in this case was not in danger of persecution, and could relocate within her country. 119 Even a pedunctory look at the source of evidence used to support these findings shows them to be irrelevant Crusin.gForSex.Com, an Internet site with listings exclusively for male-male sex venues around the world, I also consider that the applicants could alleviate their LToubles in Colombia by moving out of their family homes into a house of their own and pursuing a lesbian lifestyle independent of their families and cultivating new friends and support »:roups. They may do this in Medellin, their home city, where I1lere are eight gay bars/ clubs, five gay discos, one gay restaurant, five cinemas andl1uee gay baths and where a gay support group, Movimento de Liberacion Sexual, is based (see: Spartacus: Inlernational Gay Guide, '98/99,27111 edn, pub. Bruno Grnunder Verlag GMBI-I, RRT Library). I am not entirely satisfied with 111e credibility of lheir claim not to have known about I1lese venues and the organisation in Medellin given -l1lat they had moved around with other lesbians and owned to have gone to a gay club on a particular occasion; perhaps I1ley had not known about all 111e facilities available to them. I am confident that thev would be able to find out more about I1wse facilities wi.l1lout great difficulty arId to avail I1wmselves of 111e assistance offered by formal and intonnal support groups. RRT Reference N97/18897 (Unreported, Kel1eghan, 13 November 1998). Other evidence used in this case to determine 111at Beirut was cosmopolitan and I1wrefore safe was even more spurious:
I am of the opinion that she will be able to live in Beirut as a lesbian wil1wut undue interference if she adopts a discreet lifestyle. .. .. Beirut, with its sophisticated lifestyle (see eg: John McLauchlin's article, Eyes On Beirut, l1uough American Express on 111e Internet, updated on September 1998: 'Bei.wt reputedly has lhe word's highest per capita consumption of both cigars and silicone .... Now, as gilded young exiles flood back [after the civil war] 111e city's nighllife has come alive again.') would offer her freedom from 111e eyes of her family and in-laws, Willl their conservative localised village power-base. 'If I were neverl1leless to accept her evidence as being credible, I find 111at she would be able to relocate to Beirut and adopt a reasonably discreet lesbian lifestyle wil110ut I1le familial and village cOJllil1unily harassment she had encountered previously,' RRT Reference N97!lSS97 (Unreported, Kelleghan, 13 November 1998).
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listed a single pornogTaphic theatre in Lebanon 120 while Spartacus listed a single porn cinema, two saunas and selection of beats. 121 vVhat this has to offer a lesbian only the RRT can explain, yet it was expressly used to discredit the applicant's case and to find that she did not face a real chance of future persecution.
Contrasting the two Australian decisions concerning Iranian lesbians gives a clear sense of how directly gender-blind use of country information affected outcomes. In the first case, which was unsuccessful, the Tribunal used no evidence specific to the situation of lesbians in Iran. The decision did not comment about the status of women in the country, nor on how this status might affect lesbians' claims to protection from the state. DFAT country information indicating that there were 'health clubs' for gay men in Tehran was used to find that 'discreet' relationships are tolerated and lesbians are not in danger of persecution. 122 All of the information on 'tolerance' of homosexuality in Iran, dubious though it was generallYI was transparently about men. In contrast, in the second case, decided seven months later, the applicant was successful. In that case, the Tribunal looked at the status of lesbianism specifically and accepted that gender-specific country information was important. The case used Documentation, Information and Research Branch ('DIRB's') Human Rights Brief WO/uen in the Islamic Republic of Iran and Amnesty's Human Rights are Women I s Right as key resources documentiIlg that women had been put to death for being lesbians and that they continued to be at risk of being killed.1 23 All of this infonnation was available to the 'Tribunal at the tim,e the first case was decided, but none of it was used.
The use of gender inappropriate evidence in the RRT was very widespread. 124 Such evidentiary practices demonstrably contributed to the dramatically low success ratea mere seven per cent -for lesbian applicants in the TribunaL
MISREPRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE: PREJUDICIAL NOT PROBATIVE
The Office of the UNHCR in a recent working paper urges that:
In assessin,g the evidence presented, which is of key importance Il1 assessing an applicant's credibilily, the decision-maker must consider all of the evidence, both oral and documentary. Furthermore, the evidence must J1e assessed as a whole and not just in parts in isolation from the rest of the evidence 12 :J It was disturbulg that in a number of cases, the Australian Tribunal selectively used sources of ulfonnation Ul such a way as to misrepresent them or present a misleading picture of the totality of available evidence. In several cases, tribunal members quoted sources about the existence of clubs or cruising location,s as evidence of a 'tlu'ivulg ' (Unreported, Morris, 9 June 1999) . For a very rare contrast, see extensive, detailed and thoughtful use of gendered evidence in a case concerning a lesbian applicant from India: RRT Reference N98/23844 (Unreported, Layton, 29 August 2000) . Gorlick, above n 1,6 (emphasis in original).
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'visible' gay scene to disprove an objective likelihood of persecution. 126 On comparisorl with the original source material, it was clear that the decision-maker had seen, but chosen not to record, accol1l.panying warnings that such venues were dangerous or commonly subject to police harassment.1 27
In a series of decisions regarding claimants from China, the Tribunal referred to a DFAT cable from 1997 which stated that, ' [t] here is a sizeable gay cOllununity in Shanghai, with known meeting places'. In only one case did the Tribunal print the full response from DFAT which continued:
Shanghai's population and the large foreign presence makes it easier for homosexuals to gel together. That said, it also makes it easier for the public security bureau (PSB) to identify and harass homosexuals. Harassment can include arrest, temporary detainment, physical violence and demands for bribery (see below) (b) There is stiI1 widespread social prejudice against homosexualily which would make it extremely difficult for gay couples to live together openly. Several of these decisions held that there was little or no likelihood of arrest, although the cable itself documented that arrests had taken place. In some cases the cable was quoted only to support the proposition that there was a sizable gay population and that the likelihood of persecution was therefore objectively 10w. 131
The same pattern of selective and misleading representation of the counh<y evidence appeared in cases concerning Bangladesh. There, evidence of Mr Khan of the Naz Foundation:in a fax from 1997 included information that there were very few gay identified men in Bangladesh, few or no cohabiting gay couples, that men who conform outwardly to social norms, 'most importantly by marrying and having children' can 'get away with male to male sex provided it is kept secret', and that harassment of men who had sex with men mostly took the form of extortion by hustlers and the local police but could also include being bashed. Mr Khan stated that he was not aware of any prosecutions nor of any significant harassment from fundamentalist Islamic groups.132 This evidence was repeatedly cited as standing only for the view that there were no prosecutions and no harassment from Islamic groups.133
Other material was either misquoted or misrepresented. For example a source quotit,g a view that '[g]ay organisations it, the country are of a pure social character' was used as evidence for the proposition that 'homosexual support groups are active :in the Philippines.'134 In fact the original source stood for the opposite; that they were 'pure' social groups that did not engage in any political or organised public activities. The 'pure' social meaning is made clear when the origit,al source is examined: it does not in fact list any political or support groups. ; RRT Reference N95/09552 (Unreported, Woodward, 4 September 1998); RRT Reference N98j20994 (Unreported, Rosser, 4 May 1998). In another case, it was cited only as evidence that there were places n]('n could meet for sex: RRT Reference N98/21362 (Unrepolted, Kelleghan, 28 March 2002) . Note that most of the country information utilised was around 5 years old. In direct contradiction to the Tribunal's repeated findings that Bangladesh is tolerant of male homosexual behaviour, more recent and more detailed evidence in a Naz Foundation study (of 124 Bangladeshi men who have sex with men) documented widespread violence and harassment. The study found that 64 p(~r cent of respondents had faced police harassment, 48 per cent had been sexually assaulted by police and a further 65 per cent had been sexually assaulted by mastaans (thugs, who 
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An early source for the view that 'discreet' homosexuals are safe in Iran was a 1996 report from the Swedish Embassy in Tehran}36 In the next RRT case on Iran, the applicant's adviser raised the fact that the report had been subject to very sh<ident criticism in Sweden, not least of all because it based its conclusions in part upon the finding that 'homosexual diplomats posted to Iran have not had any trouble getting in touch with parmers',137 Yet the report, excluding the conunent on Swedish diplomats finding boyfriends, and excluding any reference to criticisms of the report in Sweden, continued to be cited in a number of cases that followed as though it were a sound and uncontested source of evidence 138
In only one case did we find such misrepresentations later corrected. A series of recent Australian decisions on Iran relied heaviIy upon the following information provided by DIRE:
'TIleoretically, homosexual behaviour is condemned by Islam, but in practice it is presellt, and has been in the past, for the most part tolerantly lTeated and frequently occurring in the counlTies where The police and juslice administration do not take active measures to investigate the existence of homosexuality, nor do tlley adively hunt homosexuals. All in all, the situalion in practice in Iran is drastically different from the impression conveyed by the Shari'a inspired Penal Code. According to information from usually very reliable sources, no homosexuals have been executed in Iran for the last few years. In order to risk policiary sanctions, maltreatment or a short time in custody/jail, regardless of the fact that the penalty according. to .the la-w is deatll or whlppmg, a homosexual couple musl: behave WIth great 1l1ll!scretlOl1, almost provocatively, in a public place. Quoted in RRT Reference N98/23824 (Unreported, Morris, 31 July 1998). homosexuality in the whole spectrum of Islamic countries,' thereby indicating that the situation for homosexuals in Iran was much more dangerous than in other Islam.ic countries. In the same text (at pp.67-69) it was stated that 100-200 homosexuals had been executed in [ran between 1981 and 1982. 140 In all of the cases where selective presentation of the evidence took place, a fair aSseSSl1l.ent of the totality of the source material did not demonstrate, as the dec:i.sionmaker had held, an unlikelihood of persecution. Indeed it is arguable that some of the countTy information quoted in full stood for exactly the opposite, that persecution was possible or likely.141
Failure to Weigh Competing Sources of Evidence lvlore commonly, the Australian Tribunal selected among different sources of evidence and referred to only some of them, without acknowledging either what sources were onlitted or on what basis the chosen sources were to be preferred.
When we exam.ined together all of the cases concerning applicants from Lebanon, there was a very sharp division between the successful and unsuccessful cases, with completely different evidence relied upon in each group. In three of the negative cases, the Tribunal relied upon a DFAT cable as evidence that there was not a persecutory enviromnent,142 yet none of the four positive cases mentioned this cable.l 43 Conversely, tlu"ee of the four positive Australian decisions cited a 1987 statement by the Lebanese Em.bassy that 'homosexuality is not accepted in Lebanon',144 but this evidence was not referred to anywhere in any of the four negative cases.
The same pattern of selective usage of evidence was also apparent in cases concerning Iran. A DFAT cable quoting an unnamed 'highly-reliable lawyer' who alleged that while homosexuals were teclmicaliy 'not tolerated', 'to my knowledge they do not suffer discrimination, ostracism, violence or death threats' was relied upon in RRT Reference N98/22311 (Unreported, Zelinka, 22 September 1998); RRT Reference N97/19504 (Unreported, Zelinka, 28 September 1998) and RRI Reference N97/18897 (Unreported, Kelleghan,13 November 1998). RRT Reference N94j06450 (Unreported, Fergus, 26 July 1996); RRT Reference N95j09584 (Unreported, Blair, 31 October 1996); RRT Reference N95j094S3 (Unreported, Mathl:i.n, 26 November 1997); RRT Reference N99j28440 (Unreported, MathLin, 20 JanualY 2000). Although three of these cases predate the negative ones, the cable was demonstrably available as it dates from 1995 and is on the RRT database: DFAT cable no. 
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Volume 31 any of the negative decisions. 146 A DFAT cable from 1996 on an 'anti-vice' campaign by the Basiji militia group was referred to in only one case,147 and not mentioned in any others, as was evidence of a fcublic address by a leading Islamic cleric justifying putting homosexuals to death, 48 although such information was clearly relevant to whether OI not there was a likelihood of persecution. Sometinces the failure to refer to, and deal with, sources of evidence was even more blatant. In tlu'ee of the positive decisions regarding applicants from Lebanon, tl1e Tribunal contradicted DFAT evidence that prosecutions for homosexual sex were rare by reference to articles from tl1e Beirut news~aper At Nahar dating from 1992-94 detailing numerous arrests of homosexual men. 49 Astonishingly, none of the negative cases~even those that held prosecutions were unlikely by reference to the same DthT source 150 -took these news reports into account.
Failure to read the evidence?
One source of problems outlined above appears to be tl1e use or overuse of the 'cut and paste' function by tribunal members in writing their decisions. It was quite common in decisions on the same country for large slabs of text on counh7 conditions to be repeated verbatim over a period of years. 151 The cut and paste approach to country information is particularly questionable when country conditions are alleged to have changed, OI, as in some cases, where tl1e applicant's own experience was in direct contradiction to the evidence and no real attempt was made to reconcile them 152 This practice almost certainly contributed to misquoting and selective usage of eVidence, as original sources were not being consulted or checked for accuracy and reliance was placed instead on a secondary precis of the evidence from other decisions.
The reproduction of COilll.try information was not confined to cases by the same decision-maker; we noted several cases where different decision-makers used large sections of text that were identically worded or used very similar wording with m.inor editing or variation. 153 This finding suggests an entrenched institutional practice whereby evidence is 'cut and pasted' into decisions. While this practice may reflect institutional imperatives, such as a high case load with a correspondingly short tllTle in which to produce reasons, the practice of verbatim reproduction of evidence across decisions by different tribunal members must at least raise the real apprehension that some of the decision-makers in question have never at any prior time actually read the original evidence upon which they are basing their decisions.
It is also disturbing to note that some decision-makers appear to be reproducing slabs of their analysis of the claims and country conditions from the decisions of other members on claims from the same cocmtry.15'1 The section of analysiS is the core of the 'reasons for the decision' that the decision-maker is obligated to produce in writing under the Act. Migmlion Acl1958 (eIl1) s 368.
AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE
Acknowledging the inherent difficulties of refugee decision-making, we considered _. and rejected -the argument that the RRT is duing the best it can with the information avaDable. We did this by making two comparisons, with the Canadian Tribunal and with evidence available from the IGLllRC.
A detailed qualitative comparison between the USe of country information on Iran and Lebanon in the IRB and the REI was particularly revealing. We chose Lebanon and Iran as key countries in part because both Canada and Australia decided cases from those countries, and in our pool Australia frequently rejected the applicant's claim on the basis of country information. In several cases, the ERr accepted the applicants' claims as credible but refused asylum on the basis that they did not face a likelill.ood of persecution in Lebanon or Iran because country conditions did not establish a persecutory environment. The Canadian Tribunal never rejected an applicant from Iran on the basis of country conditions aloneJ56 In tll.e two IRJ3 decisions on Lebanon, one claimant was rejected on the basis of country information. 157 We also compared the country information used by the tribunals with tll.at made available by the IGLHRC, a United States-based NCO formed in 1990. 158 Since the early 1990s one of the functions of the IGLl-TRC asylum progTam has been the compilatio!l of large collections of continually updated country information on sexualiiy.1::>9 Country packets contain press articles from local, regional and international sources, expert opinions, action alerts or updates from its own files, and relevant asylum decisions on the country in question, with no overarching conunentary or sumnl.aryJ60 Country information re~uests, or update requests, can be made to the IGLHRC using an online form or email. 16 While Nicole LaViolette documents some early cases where the IRB regarded country information from lesbian and gay human rights groups as inherently biased The IRB considered eight cases from lran -two failed on credibility grounds: Re FVY [1998] CRDD No 20 (QL), IRB Reference T97-01239 and Re TQB [1998] cr-mD No 101 (QL), IRB Reference V97-0128:±' Re VVXV [1998] DSSR No 244 (QL), IRB Reference A98-00298. The IGLBRC mission statement reads, '[f]ounded in 1990, the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC) is a non-governmental, non-profit organization that seeks to defend and advance the human rights of all peoples and communities subject to discrimination or abuse on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, or HN status. IGLHRC responds to human rights violations in parhwrship with constil1Jencies throughout the world l1uough documentalion, advocacy, and public education, with usage of supporting slTategies such as coalition building, networking, and technical assislance.' See IGLRHC website <http://www-iglhrc.org/> at 16 December 2002. Prior to June 2002, this information covered approximately 20 counlTies_ From June 2002 the scope of countries was reduced to: Brazil, Colombia, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Uganda, Ukraine~and tluee thematic packets on the Islamic world, transgender issues, and lesbian issues respectively. In this sense the packages are diHicull to use as they do nol attempt to proVide a precis, but they also thereby avoid oversinlplified or falsely coherent overviews such as are often found in DFAT cables. See <http://www-iglhrc.org/ asylum/ riLhrUII> at 16 December 2002. and unreIiable,162 it is clear that the IGLHRC is now highly respected by the Canadian TribunaL The lGLHRC was referred to in one IRE case as a 'reliable and trustworthy' source of infonnation. 163 The IRE website lists the IGLHRC asylum project as a resource and contains a linl( to the IGI-lLRC wcbsite. It was of considerable interest to us that, although the RRT claimed to have holdings of IGLHRC country iniormation packets,lM they were not referred to in any of the Australian cases in our pooP65
Comparing the country information gathered by the IGLHRC and the RRT a number of conb'asts became apparent. While the IGU-lRC sources on Lebanon emphasised the impact of religious mores on law and society, the geo-political context of Lebanon, and its relationship to neighbouring, Islamic states,166 the RRT referred to materials that provided, in general, a far narrower picture and did not situate Lebanon in a regional context. 167 The RRT tended to present a somewhat simplistic picture of the state, its internal politics and its role in sanctioning persecution. MostRRT decisions did not make clear the fact that all religious communities in Lebanon maintain a strongly conservative stance on the issue of sexual orientation 168 and were unclear about the issue of separation or collusion between church and state. 169 RRT decisions did not mention the widespread presence of various militia groups in Lebanon, whereas the IGLFJRC country packet made clear the fact that these mUitias Altll.Ough there were a handful of references to otller IGLHRC resources, such as published books on particular countries, or 'Action Alerts' on specific issues, many of these were in fact quoted from another primaly source, see eg, RRT Reference N98j24702 (Unreported, Layton, 16 Februmy 2000) . Por example, some sources made reference to Lebanon being a 'puppet state' of Syria, and noted that the official Syrian stance on homosexuality was extremely hostile. Sce Kamal Tayeb Fiazi, 'Expert Declaration [on conditions for lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, and h'ansgenders living in Lebanon]', lGLHRC Current Update Packet: Lebanon -SLat·us of Sexual Minorities, 8 March 2001 , 20. See, eg, RRT Reference N94/06450 (Unreported, Fergus, 26 July 1996 ; RRT Reference N95/10732 (Unreported, CTiffin, 16 September 1997) ; RRT Reference N98/22311 (Unreported, Zelinka, ')') SeptembeT 1998); RRT Reference N97/19504 (Unreported, Zelinka, 28 September 1998) and RRT Reference N97/18897 (Unreported, Kelleghan, 13 November 1998). The IGLHRC materials make clear that there is a 70/30 split between Muslims and Christians and religious identity is of crucial importance as a social identifier. There was little understcl1lding in the RRT of the way the Lebanese judicial system operates. Tt was not clearly pointed out tllat tlle criminal code is inspired by religions perspectives on behaviour, including crimes of morality (the ca tegmy into which homosexuality falls). Altll0ugh one positive decision, RRT Reference N95/09584 (Unreported, Blair, 31 October 1996) , made reference to the 'morality police' (police des mccurs), the operation of tllis force, a branch of tlle Internal Security Forces, was completely ignored by tlle RRT in virtually all otller instances.
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Volume 31 are often instrumental in attacking gay men and lesbians. Notably/ an IRB decision on a female to male ('FTM') transsexual claimant provided a direct contrast to the RRT on il1ese points. The IRB considered Lebanon in its regional context, made detailed reference to internal political divisions that impacted on the claimant (eg the conflict between opposing military grougs) and also explored how religious identity politics affected the claimant's security.l7 While the IGLJ-IRC materials made clear that persecutory practices do exist in Lebanon, they did so by reference to a wide range of contexts, such as the school system, housing, employment, and family -in addition to violence at the hands of the police and paramilitary organisations. By contrast, the unsuccessful RRT decisions primarily focused upon formal legal sanctions and this framed all analysis of the nature of persecution in Lebanon. A formalistic focus on 'what's on the books' foreclosed a broader understanding of persecutory environments because evidence that prosecutions under the penal code were 'rare',171lead to the conclusion that it was therefore 'safe' to return.l 72 It is notable that in tIn-ee of the four positive RRT decisions, the Tribunal emphasised the interlocking forms of homophobia present in Lebanon, at all levels of state, church, society and family, in a mamler that reflected the broaderbased approach present in the range of materials in the IGLHRC information packs.l 73
Decisions on Iran displayed an even heavier reliance upon evidence about formal legal sanctions and their enforceability. This gave a very partial and incomplete account of a persecutory environment. Other sources -such as speeches by clerical leaders calling for executions, or press reports of actual executions -were rarely utilised.l 74 A finding that the likelihood of persecution was low because criminal penalties were not frequently enforced was possible only through tile failure to Also, unlike the Australian cases (b0111 positive and negative), the decision noted the fad that the claimants had been subject to opprobrium and hateful intimidation tadics within the Arab community in Canada and extTapolated from this to say that claims of perseClltion on rehun to Lebanon were reinforced by this fact. TIle DFAT evidence that prosecutions are 'rare' is contradicted by evidence in RRT' Reference N95/09584 (Unreported, Blali, 31 October 1996) examine the multitude of extra-legal punislU11ents or the manifest unavailabiUty of state protection to lesbian and gay citizens in that context. The Tribunal held that the 'discn~pancy' between a death penalty being on the books and a general lack of evidence about specific executions demonstrated that, in theory, homosexuality is punishable by death, but in practice it is 'tolerated and not uncommon'.175 In contrast, the 11~B looked to the wider effect of such serious criminal sanctions in Iran}76 There were instances in which IGU-IRC material directly contradicted that used by the RRT. For example, three of the negative RRT decisions on claimants from Lebanon held that the applicant could take internal flight and so avoid persecution. I77 The IGLHRC materials made it clear that internal flight was often not viable for lesbians and gay men. 178
In the sole case from Lebanon involving a lesbian applicant, the RRT did not use any evidence specific to lesbians and was content to refer to information about gay men as if it were equally applicable. The information in the IGLHRC packet, by contrast, suggests that homophobia in Lebanon is gender specific. I-'l:omosexuality has a culturally-specific meaning il"\ Lebanon, and is intimately cOlUlected to strongly-held beliefs about gender. Western notions of sexual identity cannot be blindly pasted onto Lebanese society. Gay males tend to be conceived of as men 'wanting to be women' -an identity which is itself regarded as lowly. To be a homosexual male is to be reviled not only for haVing sex with men, but also for having been 'submissive' in I1w sex act. These understandings of homosexuality illuslrate that it is not appropriate to substitute information specific to gay men in cases concerning lesbians. Fiazi, above n 166, 8-9. \Vomenwho are perceived as lesbians or who are 'out' will likely 'be condemned by family, society and the security forces.' Thus, there is little protection in being 'discreet' -even being perceived as tnmsgressing norms of feminine behaviour is potentially dangerous. Further, 'women who defy gender norms around sexual behaviour or identity are seen to bril"\g shame on family honour.' ivlen have 'far-reachil"\g power and control over tl"\eir
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claim of a FTM tTanssexual, the IRE appeared to make extensive use of materials from the IGLERC country packet to deal thoroughly with the concept of 'honour killing' in response to sexually-transgressive family members. 181
A number ofRlrr decisions relied upon country information that gay men were unlikely to be caught in Iran because it is very difficult to detect them. Repressing 'homosexual' activities is rare for the security forces because of the difficulLy in identifying who is 'homosexual' and who is not since Iranian lnen have very close physical contact (holding hands and kissing) which is socially accepted behaviour in Iran. 182 Such analysis reflects a very Western view that because a Westerner would see all such behaviour as gay, no Iranian would be able to detect a gay man through his behaviour. 183 None of the IGLHRC materials (many of which are written or provided by Iranians living in the west) suggested that there was likely to be any protection for Re UJJ [1999] CRDD No 45, IRB References T94-07963 and T94-(7973) (FTM transsexual and his mother). All of these sources are in the IGLHRC Country PW,:ket: Leb"non #2-RRT Reference N98/23824 (Unreported, Morris, 31 July 1998). See also very similar comlnents by the RRT in a Bangladesh case soon to be heard by the High Court: 'it is not unusual to see two lnen holding hands in public, as this is not seen as homosexual affection but merely as physical contact', RRT Reference N99/28009 (Unreported, Smidt, 19 June 2000)_ Conversely, in another claim from ITiUl, the Tribunal refused to believe that the applicant was gay on the basis that the applicant did not conform to its understanding of gay men's interests and cuHural reference points, due to the fact that the applicant could not identify 'an[y] art, literature, song lyrics or popular culmre icons [that] spoke to him'_ TIle Tribunal while 'not demanding that the Applicant be a leading Gide scholar or even a Marilyn Monroe fan' or purporting to 'expect [that] all or any homosexual men in Iran '. _take an interest, for example, in Oscar Wilde, or in Alexander the Great, or in Naguib Mahfooz, or in Greco-Roman wrestling, or in the songs of Egypt's tragic muse OUlll. KhalsOlilll., let alone, say, in the alleged mystique of Bette Midler or Madonna' was nonetheless 'surprised to observe a com.prehensive inability on the Applicant's part to identify any kind of emotion-stirring or dignity-arousing phenomena in the world around him': quoted on appeal WAAG v Minister for Itmnigration [2002 ] FMCA 191 (Unreported, Raphael FM, 30 August 2002 [10] . While tlle decision was initially set aside in the Federal Magistrate's Court on the grounds of bias as revealing a 'closed mind' or 'pre-formed template into which the Tribunal considered all homosexuals males would fit', tlus conclusion on bias was overtll.rned on appeal to tile Full Federal Court in MIMIA v SBAN [2002] Tribunal decision as it held that there was no evidence of a 'template', staHng at [65]: 'As a nlatter of common sense, this is a perfectly legitimate ... teclmique for an administrative decision-maker. To take an example removed from the ... present case, if an applicant claimed a fear of persecution on the grounds of being a Catholic, the RRT might test this assertion by enquiring as to the applicant's knowledge of matters of Catll0lic doch"ine, rimal, traditional belief and tlle like.' gay 11.1.en provided by the publicly affectionate basis of typical Iranian male-male gestures. In a 2002 decision where similar information was utilised about Bangladesh, the decision-maker actually suggested that the applicant would be safer in the sending country than in Australia.1'8,'! Country information about culturally relative conceptions of gay male identity and behaviour was particularly ill-used in the RRT decisions. 185 The RRT has interpreted evidence that male-male sexual contact in some cultures does not necessarily mean that a man is identified as gay in order to find that there was considerable room. for homosexual applicants to safely pursue same-sex attractions, as long as they were careful to remaul. within the accepted norms of same-sex sexual activity.1 86 Such an interpretation arguably misreads an acceptable-unacceptable boundary which is differently located in the sending counhy to that of the receiving country as if it were in fact evidence of an area of greater acceptability in the sending country. Yet surely the essential element of each claull was that the applicant did not, or could not, conform to the heterosexual norm that his or her own culLure imposed.l 87
The Australian Tribunal also repeatedly used country evidence about the repression of extra-marital heterosexual sexuality in Iran as a comparison point in holdin For instance, decisions about Iran sometimes cite the view that only the so-called 'passive' parll1Cr in anal sex is likely to be viewed as homosexual: see, eg, RRT Reference N97/l4713 (Unreported, Hoysted, 3 September 1998). Such a conception might provide safety for one parly to anal sex, but the danger of the other is not countenanced. In any case this interpretation is not borne out under the Iranian criminal provisions, which cover both parties as other cases have noted: see eg RRT Reference N98/230S6 (Unreported, Rosser, 8 July 1998). So, for example, in a 2001 case concerning a gay man from Iran the Tribunal considered evidence of a continuum of male-male sexual activity and concluded that, '[tJhere is nothing in the evidence before the Tribunal to indicate that a homosexual man in Iran is at risk of atb'acting the aHention of the authorities merely for being homosexual'; RRT Reference N01/37352 (Unreported, Witton, 24 Apri1200l) [3J. Cultural codes that delineate some acceptable 'phase' of male-male sexual activity, taken in conjunction with social mores that inSCTibe fixed gender roles and prloritise marriage, suggest to us a heightened concern willl preserving fem.ale pre-marriage chastity rather than accepting male bi-or homosexuality. It is noteworthy that in none of the cases was there any countly evidence concerning an acceptable phase of female-fernale sexual activitv. In RR-:r Reference N98/24137 (Unreported, McIntosh, 13 October 1998), the applicant pointed out that all sexual relationships (whether hOl1losexua.l or heterosexual) between individuals outside of marriage would be treated extremely harshly if revealed. See, eg, RRT Reference N98/23086 (Unreported, Rosser, 8 July 1998), 'if anything, the independent evidence suggests that it is far easier for men to be publicly affeclionate
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Iranian cases did the RRT acknowledge that the 'general' prohibition on extra-marital sexuality impacts particularly on lesbians and gay men since their relationships are necessarily conducted outside the bounds of marriage. 190 The RRT relied heavily upon country information to establish the 'discretion' requirement -that the Iranian authorities would not pursue 'discreet' homosexuals and so all the applicant had to do was to live a secret, 'non-provocative' life and they would be safe. Yet none of the country sources elaborated upon what a clandestine lesbian or gay life would involve: what degree of secrecy and precaution would be 'normal' in such a context? Nor did theRRT detail what level of secrecy would provide a lil<:elihood of safety. The IRE cases never based their decisions about likelihood of persecution upon a presumption of secrecy, even though they had very similax country information in front of thenl.1 91 A close comparison of country information on Lebanon and Iran in the RRT and IRE demonstrated significant differences in the two h"ibunals. TheRRT repeatedly found that Iran and Lebanon were not persecutory environments for lesbians and gay men, while the IRE never did so on Iran and did so only once on Lebanon. In the decision-making process, the RRT showed a marked preference for simplified sources of evidence, did not situate claims well in their context -such as gender or regionand often simplistically contrasted formal legal sanctions and 'tolerance' without examining the range of persecutory practices that fell in between. The evidence used by the RRT was often at odds with that used in the IRE and with that available to the public in the IGLI-IRC country information packets. Given the significance of country information in determining the outcomes of refugee cases, it is strongly argued that greater effort should be made to access the most comprehensive information available- Likewise decisions on forced marriage or pressure to marry in Bangladesh did not see this as in any way cOlUlected to sexual orientation. See, eg, the Tribunal finds that such social and traditional pressure would be one that is directed at all single Bangladesh rnales (and females) many of whom will be pressured to enter into marriages, often arranged by their parents, that are not to tlleir liking. The Tribunal finds Iilat any such pressure, even if it were some significant deh'iment or disadvantage of sufficient 111.agnitude. as to constitute persecution for li1.e purposes of the Convention, would not be being caused for reason of Iile applicant's homosexuality. Rather it represents general pressure exerted upon all single adults in that society. 
RRT Reference
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Volume 31 2 Draw up guidelines on sexual orientation Such guidelirles would complement, and could be used in conjunction with, appropriate guidelines for assessing refugee claims on the basis of gender-based perseculion. We also support a revision of the Australian Gender Guidelines to address the particular circumstances of lesbians, and an increased use of the Guidelines by the T'ribunal. Anmesty International has also recommended draWing up such guidelines, in conjunction with training for decision-makers. 197 3 Reaffirm a connnitment to the principles of evidence The Tribunal should make use of the best evidence available and weigh fhat evidence in a transparent and accountable manner. '1'he selective usage of sources and selective editing of sources do not accord with these principles. The practice of cutting and pasting country information both from within a decision-maker's own earlier decisions and from those handed down by other decision-makers, without regard to the original sources contributes to manifest errors in the use of evidence and to i.mproper weighting of evidence. It also raises an apprehension that the original evidence is not being read.
Draw up guidelines on assessing relevance and weighing sources of evidence
Such a guide could give factors to be considered when determining the relevance of evidence and weighing the relative reliability and authority of different sources of country information_ Relevant factors include whether evidence is drawn from a primary or secondary source, if evidence is drawn from a secondary source whether the primary source is identifiable and whether secondary material can be cross checked for accuracy, the purpose of the source informati.on, the funding and purpose of any organisation from which the information was produced, the intended audience of the information, the age of the information, and whether the information is genderspecific.
Conclusion
In the majority of asylum applications in Australia, the l\RT is the ultimate decisionmaker. It is in the interests of justice as wen as efficiency that its determinations be based upon high quality evidence and sound evidentiary practices. Our study demonstrates that this has not been the case in Australia to date. Many improvements could be undertaken at the level of administrative practice to ensure better quality decision-n,aking tlu·ough the use of the best available evidence as well as consistency and accuracy in its application. Our reconU1,endations are achievable without legislative change. Many are achievable at no cost. Some would require an initial investment in professional development l-raining, but would subsequently have no cost. We urge the Tribunal to nlli1,ediately begin a process for implementing these recommendations, in the interests of fairness, Australian refugee law, and the international leadership role that Australia plays n, developnlg refugee jurisprudence.
